72nd Student Senate
Racial Inclusivity and Justice Ad Hoc
Date: 10/02/2020 via zoom
Call to Order: 6:05 p.m.
Members Present: Chair Murcia, Vice Chair Gonzalez, Senator Wang, Ad Hoc Members
Feacher, Williams
Members Absent: Senator(s) Louis, Waters
Guests: Parker Ridaught
Announcements:
● Chair - We had a meeting with Dr.Hecht, will update you all on that later
Committee Business:
● Legislative Roundtable
New Business:
● Highs and Lows
● Roundtable
○ Motion to enter Roundtable
■ Senator Wang
■ Feacher seconds
○ Murcia: As I mentioned, me and Ashley met with Dr.Hecht, Dr.Bowden & Chief
Brown as a follow up to Resolution 80 to see how we can begin working to fulfill
the promise to better support students of color. It was revealed that a lot of the
initiatives we were thinking on have already been initiated by SBVP. Since no
one knew, we have to begin building communication with the Executive Branch to
establish what we can do as a collective to help address a variety of things. We
thought a good way to start is to have SBVP come in and update the ad hoc on
her work and have the Chief come in as well and see what initiatives shes began
in FSUPD. Would you all be open to having chief come?
○ Gonzalez, Wang,Williams: Yes
○ Feacher: What exactly would be the purpose of her coming?
○ Murcia: To establish communication pathways, give her recommendations on
how to better address issues the Tallahassee and FSU communities are facing.
Also just to have her explain initiatives like the police report cards and the variety
of training they provide including implicit bias trainings.
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Wang: Would we be able to talk to protestors first to see what they’d like to see
from FSUPD?
Murcia: If they felt comfortable coming forward to speak on it, of course but I
wouldn’t want to put someone in an uncomfortable and potentially harmful
situation.
Williams: How are police officers being held accountable through the report
cards? How do we not know it simply won’t serve as performative?
Murcia: That’s exactly what we would bring Chief in to address, if you’re all
comfortable
Feacher: I think public comment from students should be extended for the
FSUPD meeting so that we’re not in a situation where we’re potentially going
against the communities we’re trying to represent. Maybe we have to figure out
an avenue to pub/host that.
Murcia: Yeah, maybe we can make a Qualtrics for public comment, pub the
meeting in the RIJ Informal Chat, and even post on the Senate Instagram.
Feacher: Sounds good.
Murcia: Ash, want to update everyone on the meeting w/Hecht?
Gonzalez: Of course. So basically since the meeting stemmed from Resolution
80, we began with setting the foundation of the meeting with how the res came
about and why we included the organizations and departments that we did,
including DSA. We established that there isn’t a clear pathway to hold FSUPD
accountable or even communicate so that’s why DSA is involved. We spoke
about potential solutions and initiatives to begin both within FSU and with TPD to
address concerns, like a FSUPD Liaison, an Oversight Committee, a push from
FSUPD toward TPD and their own accountability measures. Exec is already
entertaining a lot of these conversations so we have to work with them to
address, divide and conquer, and attack different initiatives and avenues.
Wang: Are their minutes?
Gonzalez: I’ll send you what I have.
Murcia: With that, when is the best time for you all to meet again next week?
Wang: Friday at 6pm
Feacher: Same
Murcia: Start thinking about what you want to ask and talk to the Executive
Branch about.
Williams: Are there any updates on the renaming of BK Roberts?
Feacher: The legislative session doesn’t start until next year and they’re virtually
the only ones who can address it.
Murcia: That’s definitely something that can be addressed within the OGA
Legislative Agenda
Motion to Exit Roundtable
■ Senator Wang
■ Feacher Seconds

Unfinished Business: None
Final Announcements: None
Date and Time of Next Meeting: 10/09/2020 at 6pm
Adjourned: 6:24 p.m.

